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Best Key Points:
•
•
•

•
•

He is a good boy that’s cute and cuddly, and will let you hug him if needed.
Responsible familyman that takes care of his family. Has a wife and 2 kids.
HRC is his full-time job and he’s been in the business for 17+ years.
He’s an OG creation from Sakurai (donut steal).
LET ME PLAY AS HIM OFFICIALLY DAMMIT HE DESERVES IT AFTER
SO MUCH ABUSE, AND NO WHOLESOME TROPHY DESCRIPTIONS
ARE GONNA CHANGE MY MIND

*If highlighted red, then it correlates to Smash Ultimate speculation.

Actual Evidence and Misc. info.

Melee:
•

In Melee, Sandbag is treated as his own character. This can be seen in
the debug menu.

•

He is able to jump, walk, grab items and air-drop items. (Doing anything
else crashes the game)

•

This early screenshot shows the Zelda icon instead of the Smash
symbol. This might be because he was a copy of a Zelda character
before he was worked on. (Might’ve been Zelda’s data since they have
similar speeds on the ground and in the air.)

•

Ditto was in Melee’s data, but with very unfinished code. It was meant to
copy the opponent and attack the foe.

•

Ditto is now in Ultimate and does nearly the same exact thing that he was
supposed to do back in Melee.

•

There seems to be this common trend where scrapped/unfinished
ideas/data from past Smash games have been introduced in this new
game, such as the Sukapon assist trophy. (Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU2h-AiU6bs)

•

Sandbag having unused code where he can do basic movement is really
odd, even if it was used for testing, and why he can grab items? Especially
when you can do stuff like this… (Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wnD8vUF86c) Maybe as leftover data
when he still was made from a Zelda character?

Brawl:
•

He was demoted to an item, but still accumulates damage, gets knockback
and has hurtboxes like a character. Probably just for HRC.

•

From TCRF’s Brawl page:

•

He was moved to item status late into development for whatever reason.

Smash 4:
•
•

Still has an item status in the game.
Sandbag made an appearance in Little Mac’s reveal trailer.

•

Still behaves like a character just like in Brawl, despite still being considered
an item. Still, this is just for HRC.

•

He has an unused stock icon in the data. (According to SmashWiki…)

Smash Ultimate Speculation:
Where do I begin?
•
•

•
•

As far as I’ve seen, Sandbag does not appear in the E3 demo. The Home
Run Bat does not appear either.
I made a thread on reddit. It seems that many people didn’t see him in the
game either at that point.

Nintendo put on a Sandbag statue at their booth at E3. The Golden Hammer
item, and the character weapons and accessories were displayed with him.
Then on their twitter, they showed a couple of photos of Mr. Sakurai posing
along side some of the items displayed at the booth. One of those photos
was Sakurai in a fighting pose about to punch the Sandbag statue.

•
•

After E3, SmashWiki updated the Sandbag page to include confirmation that
Sandbags would return in Ultimate… despite never showing up in-game.
It is very strange that an item like Sandbag would not be present in the
demo. You would think that he would be one of the easiest items, let alone
things in the entire game to port over from Smash Wii U seeing how a lot of
the characters have near identical models from Smash 4 (with the adjusted
color of course). Sandbag is all grey and white, it wouldn’t even be
necessary to change his textures, making the porting process even easier,
and still, he was not seen in the demo in any form. Why did this happen?

•

An August Smash Direct was broadcasted live on the 8th. It showed a ton of
information about the game, including the announcement of 5 new
characters, like K. Rool and Simon Belmont. In the direct, it showed some
rules options and new/enhanced modes. Before showing them, it first
showed a screenshot of FIGHTERS doing things related to the modes in
question. One of them, was the Revamped Training Mode.

•

The screenshot clearly shows Sandbag about to get punched by Little Mac.
(Little Reference/Coincidence?) This is his first official appearance in the
game, but it was shown in a strange way. First off, he was first shown in a
screenshot, and not in-game footage. That’s strange enough, but then you
remember that every other mode screenshot like this showed fighters, AND
ONLY FIGHTERS, except for the stage selection screenshot.

•

•

For whatever reason, Home Run Contest wasn’t shown in the direct.
Though Multiman, Target Test and other modes weren’t shown off in the
direct either. This could mean nothing, yet feels a little off.
It seems they’re taking inspitation from fighting games where they have a
super meter, or in this instance, a Final Smash meter. It curiously resembles
Smash Bros. Crusade’s FS meter, a fan game released in 2015. The final
project plan for Ultimate was made in December of that year.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

There is a small chance, and I mean very small, that some things from
Ultimate were inspired by fan projects like Project M, for example.
If this is true, and if SB is playable as the joke character, then it might be
inspired by Super Smash Flash 2, the most polished and well respected
Smash fan game out there.

The moveset is already set in place for him there, it would just be a lot more
polished. It would also be a lot easier to program compared to any new
fighter, being just a cylinder with few bones to work with.
He would be the ULTIMATE joke character for this game.
If he gets deconfirmed, he might be the only FREE DLC character in the
game, like a celebration gift after the game sells like a million copies or two,
as part of a free balance update or something.
Ninty showed K. Rool, Chrom, Dark Samus footage, and Isabelle has been
revealed, but still no Sandbag in sight.
Now I know what some of you are saying: “LMAO Sandbag of all
characters!? What a waste of a character slot! Who’s next, Fire Flower?”
First off, Sandbag has ALWAYS been special, ever since his first
appereance in Melee, he was always treated as his own sentient being, a
real character, and not just any item.
He has a pretty small, yet pretty faithful fanbase, myself included. I always
wanted to play as him since I was 10. He’s cute, and after getting abused for
more than 17 years he deserves to punch back.
Besides, would you really think Sakurai would do this? No? EXACTLY.
That’s what he wants us to think. You wouldn’t expect it.

Special thanks to the Sandbag support team from smashboards, and the
Smash Bros. subreddit for their input in this document!
#Sandbag4Smash

